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THE MODERATOR: Thank you for joining us today on
the first of two NFL Network media conference calls for
the 2018 NFL Draft.  Joining me on the call are
network analysts Daniel Jeremiah and Bucky Brooks.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: When I look at the strength of this
class, I really like the quarterback group.  I think it's
deep.  I think there's a lot of intriguing guys there.  I
think the cornerback group is really solid and has a lot
of depth as well.  I like the off-the-ball linebacker group
-- is one of the best ones we've seen in a while.  And I
would say running back interior offensive line are also
really good.

The two weak spots for me in the draft as a whole:
Edge rusher, just the depth of the edge rusher class is
lacking in my opinion; and then the offensive tackle
group is not all that great.  So those would be the two
weak points.

I think it's going to be a crazy draft.  When you look at
this, the way it's set up, having a team like Cleveland
with two picks in the top four makes it fun.  And then
having really five quarterbacks that are name-brand
guys that people are well aware of and opinions are all
over the place.  And you have that and coupled with
the needy teams at the position, I think we could see a
lot of trades.  I think it's going to be a lot of fun.  I'm
looking forward to it.

BUCKY BROOKS: I kind of agree with Daniel.  I think
this is going to be a very, very wild ride when it comes
to Draft night, particularly the first night.  When you
look at this draft, the fascination and need for
quarterback will really drive the draft.  We talk about
maybe seeing five or even six quarterbacks that may
come off the board in the first round just because
they're brand names, because so many teams are in
desperate need of a quarterback.

That will really reshape the draft, particularly if there's a
run on quarterbacks very, very early in the draft like
many of us expect.  I think this is going to be a
challenge for evaluators when it comes down to making
decisions on fitting a guy that can fill a need versus
taking the best player available.

We will see that play out at the very outset of the Draft
in the top 10.  We'll see teams going for quarterbacks
and teams that may have veteran quarterbacks that
have to make a decision of whether to get a
quarterback of the future or take another player that
can help the established quarterback.  So I think the
fascination for me will be what do teams do to put
themselves in a position to get a quarterback, what
blue chip players find themselves in a bit of a free-fall
because these quarterbacks come off the board.

And I think it could be very, very similar to 2011 where
we see a lot of good position players come off the
board that are perennial Pro Bowlers that come off
later because the teams have come up to get their
quarterback.

THE MODERATOR: Questions.

Q. The day of Sam Darnold's pro day on March
21st, I remember you guys talking on the air
afterward and were pretty confident that he was
going to be the pick for the Browns at number one.
A couple days ago I was watching you guys, I think
it was Tuesday evening, and the Josh Allen talk
started to pick up.  So where do you guys stand
with that now?  Do you still view Darnold as the
favorite there at 1?  And can you analyze the
decision John Dorsey and the Browns face there
picking a guy like Darnold versus Allen, who
obviously there are probably more questions
about?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I'll jump on this one first.  To me,
the challenge in what we're doing is you've got to
separate what we think should happen and what you're
hearing.

And to me, I've been on record for a long time saying I
think Sam Darnold should be the pick for the Cleveland
Browns.  I think he's the right guy there.  I personally
think he's the best quarterback in his class.  And I think
he's, at 20 years old, is just scratching the surface of
what he can do.

So that to me, coupled with him going through the
process, he didn't throw at the combine so we'll see
him at the pro day.  And I thought it was a lights-out pro
day, in the rain.  Look, it wasn't a snowstorm.  But you
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wanted to see how he spun the ball and it was wet out
there, it was raining pretty good, and I thought he did a
great job.

You look up in the stands and you see his parents
sitting with the owner of the team.  And I think a lot of
us just said this is done, this is over.  I mean, he's the
guy.

So that's what I thought at that time.  And that's what I
would have done, and I still would do.  But just in
talking to people around the league for the last, I would
say really picked up in the last week, it's just a lot of
people not from inside the building, stress that, but
there's just a lot of people telling me, hey, I think it's
going to be Josh Allen.

It's either guys that have worked with John Dorsey or
guys that are familiar with that room and that process,
they think that that makes more sense for him with
Josh Allen being more of an upside pick than a floor
pick.

And Josh Allen is not there right now, but maybe feel
Tyrod can buy you enough time before Josh Allen is
ready.  I think it's a risk, no question.  I think the pick
should be Sam Darnold.  And at this point in time none
of us know who it is.  I just know that it's not a slam
dunk.  Just talking to people around the league that's
the sense that I get.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think when you connect the dots
with John Dorsey and his past, the reason why you're
hearing some of the conversation and connection to
Josh Allen is simply because John Dorsey spent a lot
of his formative time in the league in Green Bay when
Brett Favre was the quarterback -- big, strong-armed
thrower, a guy that could really throw off platform, can
make improvisational plays and really make up for a lot
of things with his exceptional arm talent.

And then when you go back and look at his Draft
history and some of the guys that he's taken, he has a
long track record of going for projection and potential
over production.  If you go back to last year, he took
Patrick Mahomes over a Deshaun Watson.  And you
look at Patrick Mahomes game compared to Josh
Allen's game, there are a lot of similarities --
tremendous arm talent, athleticism, the ability to play
off platform.  It's easy to see why John Dorsey would
like that.

Also if you dig even deeper, his first pick with Kansas
City Chiefs he took Eric Fisher over Luke Joeckel.  Eric
Fisher was a bit more of a projection coming from
Central Michigan.  He opted to go for athleticism and
upside over a guy who was deemed to be a little more
polished in Joeckel.

So when you go and you kind of check off all the boxes
in terms of projecting what the Browns may do, it
appears that Josh Allen could be that pick because
they're trying to knock it out of the park based on what
Josh Allen could be as opposed to what he hasn't been
to this point.

Now, I would say this:  In looking at Cleveland, I would
think that Sam Darnold would be a better player for
Cleveland just in terms of what I've seen from Sam
Darnold on tape.  I've seen him shine in big games.

I've seen him display the "it" factor and the leadership
quality that you want to see when the team is down
early in the year.  We talked to Clay Helton and he said
the job of a franchise quarterback is to give everybody
else on the field hope.  I think you've seen that hope
and optimism play out when he's had the ball in his
hands with the game on the line.

With Josh Allen, I do see the traits that you want --
prototypical size, outstanding arm talent and
athleticism.  The one thing that I'm having a tough time
getting past would be the low completion percentage
and the underperformance in big games.

When you look at his track record against Power Five
schools, it's hard to kind of justify or explain a guy who
has one touchdown, eight interceptions in three
appearances against Power Five schools.

To me, if you're taking someone No. 1, there has to be
a signature game or some moment where you felt he
was the best guy on the field, and I just haven't seen
that to date with Josh Allen.

Q. Do you feel like any of these quarterbacks fit the
Bills best in particular or lots of them fit the Bills?
The second part is when you talk about selling the
farm, the Rams sold the farm for Jared Goff -- two
ones, two twos, two threes, whatever, selling the
farm -- you're a GM, which quarterbacks would you
sell the farm for in this Draft, if any?
BUCKY BROOKS: I think with the Bills there's kind of a
two-pronged question in terms of what I think fits in that
locker room.  I haven't been in Sean McDermott's
locker room.  I've worked with some of the guys that
work in that front office, and my sense in Buffalo is this
is a team where culture is important.  Whoever is the
leader of the team needs to be a guy that is more of a
blue-collar type, not necessarily a superstar, but a guy
that is kind of a man's man when it comes to his
leadership qualities, his intangibles, his work ethic and
the way he goes about his business.

I think the way that they play and the way that that
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locker room is constructed very much reflects the way
the talent is in Buffalo and Western New York.  Of the
guys we talk about at the top of the board the guys I
feel are a best fit from a personality standpoint, I think
Sam Darnold and Josh Allen would be the guys that
would fit in really well in that locker room at the top of
the Draft.

Sam Darnold is a guy who is an ultimate competitor,
but when you're around him, he is humble, he kind of
goes about his business, he just kind of goes to work.  I
get the same sense when I'm around Josh Allen.  I
have kind of compared him to Cam Newton in terms of
his talent is Cam Newton but you don't get the extra
stuff that may come along with Cam.

I could see where he could fit because Sean
McDermott has been around a talented guy very
similar in Cam Newton and Josh Allen, I could see
where that works, especially because his personality
favors.

The one other guy that I would throw in there not
necessarily at the top of the board, but I would say a
guy like a Mason Rudolph could be a fit, just because
his intangibles, his leadership quality, his experience,
the way that he goes about his business on and off the
field to me strikes a balance with what the Buffalo Bills
are trying to establish.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: I agree with all that.  To me, the
Bills, where they're situated right now and with the
capital they have and with this particular class of
quarterbacks, I won't say they're pot committed, but I
think at this point in time you've got the ammunition to
try to get up there; I think you have to do it.

Those would be the two that I would go after.  For that
fit, I would say Sam Darnold to me would be a no-
brainer, if you have an opportunity to go up there and
get him, you do it.

Josh Allen, gosh, I'd have a little bit harder time with
that.  I might stray from Bucky on that one and say
maybe Josh Rosen just because of the talent and the
skill set would be second for me in that group in terms
of Buffalo coming up.

But the names you hear over and over again, Josh
Allen is the top name you hear associated with Buffalo.
And everybody talks about just kind of the size, the
ruggedness, playing in that division and that weather
and all that good stuff that he would fit there.

It's just going to take a little time before you can get
him out there on the field.  But I just think where they
are right now, having the capital they do, you're not
doing all this homework on these guys for nothing.  I

would be surprised if they're not efforting very much so
to try to get up there try to get one of these guys.

Q. Would you sell the farm, Daniel?  If you're the
GM of whatever team would you sell the farm for a
couple of these guys?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I would sell the farm for Sam
Darnold.  I would probably sell the tractor and some
yard tools for Rosen, and that would be the difference
there.

Q. The Eagles have done a good job over the past
two years in terms of not having to draft for need
and not having to draft for immediate need.
They're drafting for the future now every time they
go out there.  So I guess my question to you guys, I
mean, D.J., obviously you know the Eagles pretty
well.  What areas do you think they might be likely
to address -- obviously (indiscernible) having a
first-round pick and they don't have one in two or
three, although I think at some point they may get
them, but what areas do you think, using that
philosophy, they could address in this year's Draft
based on need, contracts, the importance of the
position?  And is there any potential pitfalls to this
approach?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Look, I think they put themselves
in pretty good shape.  I mean, they don't have a
situation where they are in dire need at one position or
the other.  They have some age, and you mentioned
some contracts, I think that definitely factors in.

I would expect the focus to be early on on the offensive
side of the ball.  You can look at -- I know the signing of
Richard Rodgers is a nice move there to kind of be
able to complement to Ertz.  You're hoping he goes
back to the form he showed a couple of years ago.

I still think tight end is a legitimate option there.
Running back, having another running back, you don't
know Jay Ajayi, in terms of long term, what you have
there.  And they showed last year having a bunch of
guys you could roll through there was valuable.

So you get a guy -- a Sony Michel, a Derrius Guice or
somebody like that.  You look at Dallas Goddard,
Hayden Hurst, those make sense at those two
positions.  And the challenge is, look, I think you would
love to get a tackle, have another tackle, even though
Vai played great last year with Peters out, with Peters'
age, I think you'd like to add another backup swing
tackle with some upside there.  I just don't think there's
going to be one with any value where they're picking.

Those would be the areas I think they would focus.
Receiver would be another one.  I think the offensive
side of the ball makes sense.  And truthfully I believe
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they're out of day two, right?  They don't have a 2 or a
3.  It might make sense with the depth at those
positions that we're just talking about for them to get
out of the first round, trade back a little bit, see if they
can't get some extra picks to look at those needs.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think the big thing, we've talked
about it, when you're defending Super Bowl champion
and you have a roster like the Eagles have, you can sit
and really just take the luxury pick of the best player
available at that time.  But if you look at their history,
they like to get big players -- offensive, defensive
linemen, guys that can really solidify the foundation of
that house.

And so Daniel talked about offensive tackle.  I believe
that there's an offensive tackle that unexpectedly falls
to them at the bottom of the first round, I think they
would jump on that.

I think being able to have some forethought when it
comes to what do you do with Jason Peters as he gets
older, do you have a replacement in the hopper,
someone you can develop on the side that you can
develop without the pressure putting him on the field?
That's the best way for teams to stay at the top level.  I
would expect the Philadelphia Eagles, if it works, find
an offensive lineman that helps them.

Q. Is there any pitfalls to always drafting for down
the road?  Do you get like in this -- do you take a
dogmatic approach to, oh, we'll only take guys that
we know -- like Sidney Jones' case -- the guy that
you know that won't play right away and maybe
some of these other cases you're taking guys that
you think are developmental guys more than guys
you think can step in right away and fill a need?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: It's a luxury just not having to
address a particular need.  So you can take some of
those risks or be patient with some of those guys.  So,
look, it's the benefit of having a great roster is you've
got the flexibility there with your choice.

BUCKY BROOKS: Not only that, you really can stick to
the premise of just taking the best player available.
There could be an unexpected slide for a blue chip
player that lands right in their lap and you have the
opportunity to take him and then just kind of see where
he fits in.

Then if you have a surplus at a certain position you
then can trade off one of those assets to get something
that you may need in return.  We saw them do that a
couple of seasons ago when they traded away Sam
Bradford to get some other stuff back.

So that's what you want to do.  As long as you take

good players you always have the luxury of making
your roster right.

Q. I know it's tough to peg a player for a team
picking at 25, but what's the best case scenario for
the Titans at No. 25 in this NFL Draft?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: That's a good one.  Man, I'll tell
you what, who I just love as a football player is James
Daniels.  I just love what he brings to the table from
Iowa.  I think he's a plug and play center.  I think he can
play either of the guard spots if you wanted him to.

But I think for having a young quarterback, having a
young center that can grow with him, I think there's a
lot of value there.  I'd be a big fan of that pick.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think when you look at the
background of the head coach and you look at the age
that the Tennessee Titans have at edge rusher, I think
having an edge rusher that can come and play.

The trick will be philosophically what do they want in
terms of your edge rusher.  Do you want a big physical
guy that has typically (indiscernible) the New England
way?  Because ideally I would say a guy like Harold
Landry would fit.  But when I look at his physical
dimensions he may not be that classic pick at that
point.

I think having a guy with some versatility, maybe not
necessarily in the first round but maybe in the bottom
of the first, top of the second, if they move back, a guy
like Sam Hubbard who offers some versatility given his
background and length.

I think the big thing for the Tennessee Titans is they
have made strides.  This is a playoff team.  It's trying to
find a piece or two that can push them over the top.
But I do believe they have to find another pass rusher
to have in the pipeline with Derrick Morgan and Brian
Orakpo both being up in years.

Q. As you look at the Jets at No. 3, presuming that
Darnold is gone, I think that's a safe presumption,
how do you assess the scheme fit of those other
three guys -- Rosen, Mayfield and Allen?  I guess
based on what we know what Jeremy Bates might
do in the Shanahan mold, how do you assess the
scheme fit of those three quarterbacks that are
potentially there for No. 3?
BUCKY BROOKS: If I had to rank them in order in
terms of scheme fit, I would say Rosen, Mayfield and
then Allen.  If you go back to Jeremy Bates' history, his
time when he had a chance to work with Jay Cutler, I
view Josh Rosen as a guy that is very similar to Cutler
with the way he connects with his coaches, the way
that he interacts and the way that he has a high IQ.
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[Lost audio] in the West Coast system, I think Josh
Rosen would be perfect and ideal.  I think Baker
Mayfield would also be ideal in that system because
both guys are very accurate, both guys get the ball out,
both guys throw it great -- touch, timing and
anticipation.

I think there's a separation between those two and
what Josh Allen does.  Josh Allen to me is more of a
vertical thrower, a guy that wants to play deep-ball
football, push it down the field.  And I just think when
you've looked at how Jeremy Bates has traditionally
played or wants to play, the guys that can kind of spray
it around the yard horizontally and a little vertically are
the guys that are a better fit.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I would agree with that.
Rosen and Mayfield make a lot of sense when you talk
about scheme fit there.  When I look at Baker Mayfield
and the fit there, it's not even really with Jeremy Bates,
but when you look at the decision makers and you look
at the quarterbacks that haven't worked out there with
the Jets, I think you can find Baker Mayfield kind of
being that polar opposite.

So to me, it goes a little bit of that, it's almost you fire a
coach, you hire the exact opposite of what you just
fired.  Baker Mayfield makes some sense there.

Q. I wanted to ask you two about Boise linebacker
Leighton Vander Esch.  What are the chances of
him being on the board at 32 when the Eagles
pick?  And while I know both of you seem to be
leaning towards them going offense, since they
don't have a pick in the second or third round, what
would be your reaction to them taking him at 32
and how he might fit in Shorts' defense?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I have him as a 28th player
overall for me.  I think he's pretty scheme diverse.
When you have the size and athletic ability he has, I
think you could play him at any defense and he'd fit in
and be fine.

There's a lot of buzz on him.  So read into that what
you will.  I would say less likely that he's there when
they're picking down there at 32.  Seems to be a little
bit more buzz on him.  It's just hard to find guys that
can run like that, that have that type of size and
versatility.

The one thing, I know there's some durability stuff,
some questions that exist out there.  I'm not privy to all
that medical information.  So that would be one reason
he could potentially fall to them.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think when -- you would love it if

you're the Philadelphia Eagles and he falls to you at
32.  But the problem is you have some teams where he
would be a really good fit.  You look at New Orleans,
Pittsburgh, New England, his versatility, his athleticism,
his prototypical traits would lead me to believe that he's
going to be off the board at that time.

He would fit in well with Jim Schwartz's scheme.  It's
just a matter of if the Eagles really feel good about him
and his potential fit.  I believe they would have to move
up to get him because I don't see him just falling to
them at 32.

Q. Could you take turns on the Georgia guys?  I
guess Roquan will be the top one and then
Lorenzo Carter and then the running back, Chubb
and Michel.  Where do you expect the Bulldogs to
go in the Draft?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I'll take the defensive guys.
Roquan Smith, to me, he's so easy to love when you
look at everything he brings to the table.  And I think
interview wise and teams doing their background on
him, I think that puts him way up there.  To me you look
at the Bay Area teams, 9 and 10, that makes a lot of
sense for him there.

And you look at Jon Gruden having been around
Derrick Brooks, I would think he could see a little bit of
Derrick Brooks in a guy like Roquan Smith, so that
makes sense there.

When you get to Carter, he's a little bit of a challenging
evaluation, because I think he's right now at this point
in time he's a better athlete than just pure football
player.

When you talk about somebody that's 6'5", 250
pounds, that runs high 4.4, low 4.5, look at the Notre
Dame game especially you can see what he can
become.  He's not consistent right now.  I have him
more in the second round -- I think I have him as my
48th player.  But it wouldn't shock me if he snuck in the
bottom of one because I talk about the edge rusher
group not being all that great.  But to me he's a second
round type guy.

BUCKY BROOKS: When you look at the running
backs, I think both of these running backs are
outstanding.  I think they're different stylistically.
Starting with Nick Chubb, to me Nick Chubb is an old-
school, downhill running back.  He's a guy that
traditionally would have played in the '80s and '90s,
come down hill, put him at the dot, in I formation and let
him have 25 to 30 carries.

I think in today's game that is more of a niche role
where you see those guys playing on first and second
down, and because of that I believe his value will be
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depressed a little bit.  I see him as maybe a solid
second round back, a guy that kind of goes and joins a
rotation, handles the early duties before giving way to
another back that can handle some of the things in the
passing game.

With Sony Michel, Sony is dynamic, he's explosive.
He's proven to be a very, very effective runner and
receiver.  I think he will benefit from the Alvin Kamara
comparison that many scouts have put on him.

When you look at the impact that Kamara was able to
have with the New Orleans Saints as a change-of-pace
or matchup weapon, I think many offensive
coordinators will view him like that.  Because of that I
think he can go anywhere from the bottom of the first
round to the top of the second round for a team that is
looking for a chess piece to manipulate on the board.

Q. What about Taven Bryan to the Falcons at 26?
Is that a fit or too high a projection or too low?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think that's right about the sweet
spot for Taven Bryan.  He's a dynamic interior pass
rusher.  He does not know exactly what he's doing.  I
always say with him, when you watch him, there's a lot
of times when he wins the battle and loses the war.  He
will beat the dude in front of him and it is wildly
impressive.  He's just gotta do a better job of finding
the football and making more plays.  I have him as the
24th overall player, so that's a good spot.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think it's a really good spot.  If you
go back and look at Dan Quinn's history, he does a
really good job of taking guys that -- I think the Falcons
use the term "urgent athletes," explosive athletes that
have some skills, have the athleticism and the burst to
make things happen.  And then they believe they can
coach up some of the other stuff.

You put him in the center of that defense and allow him
to kind of hunt quarterbacks, I think it adds something
with Takk McKinley and Vic Beasley and some of the
other guys they have coming off the edges.

Q. GM Bob Quinn recently said there's five or six
guys that he's projected that will be there for the
Lions at No. 20.  I thought maybe you guys take
your best guess at a guy who will be at 20, or
maybe a guy you think is a really good fit for Lions
if they stick there at 20 and are drafting?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: That's a good one.  I would say
five guys, ooh, one I would keep an eye on, I would say
Will Hernandez would be an interesting one.  I think he
kind of fits the physical nature that they want to have
there with that team, the guard from UTEP, I think he's
outstanding.  He would definitely be one I would put in
the mix there.

Running back wise, I would put Guise there.  We've
talked a little bit about Derrius Guice being a potential
option for them there.  I think he's better than any back
they have on campus right now.  Those would be two
that come to mind right away on the offensive side.

BUCKY BROOKS: On the defensive side of the ball,
obviously someone on the front four.  If by chance Mo
Davenport was to slip and fall a little bit, I think he
would be a great fit to either, A, eventually replace
Ziggy Ansah, or, B, to put him on the opposite side of
Ziggy Ansah to give them two pass rushers with some
versatility that can come after the quarterback in a
division that's kind of loaded with quarterbacks.

Also, Mo Hurst, from Michigan, trying to find an interior
pass rusher, someone that can create some havoc on
the inside.  We've seen how the game is evolving.  You
want to make sure that you can be able to get
someone in the A gap that can disrupt and disturb the
timing of the passing game.

So I think those two defenders could be in the mix for
the Detroit Lions.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: I would add Taven Bryan in there
as well.

Q. How has scouting safeties changed since you
were a scout in the NFL?  And then the second part
to that question is if you're the Steelers, what are
some late first or late second round guys that
might fit for them?
BUCKY BROOKS: I'll tell you the first part of it.  The
way the game has changed, the game has become
more passing-based.  So what you're looking for from
the safety has also changed.  Before you were looking
for the big, physical guy come and be the eighth guy in
the box, that can be an effective run defender and
really make his play sometimes near the line of
scrimmage.

Now, with the more teams going 11 personnel, one
back, three wide receivers, you need those safeties to
be able to play comfortably in space, to be able to have
the skills to play in man-to-man and zone in the open
field, have ball skills to be able to kind of turn the ball
over, while also still possessing those skills as tacklers
and run defenders.

It's really a hard job to find the right kind of guys that
have that versatility.  I think that's why you're seeing the
Pittsburgh Steelers and others take guys that are
maybe oversized corners who may have a little
movement deficiency and move them into safety like
they were able to do with Sean Davis.
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I think what you're trying to do is find an athlete that's
capable of doing all the things you're asking him in the
pass game while still having some that toughness to be
able to defend and be a capable run defender.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Three names that come to mind
that when you're watching guys -- it was this way when
I worked in Baltimore; there were guys we watched and
said, these guys fit us.  And really the Steelers are the
same way.  You say, okay, this is a Steeler-type player.
And one of the reasons they've been so consistent and
successful for so long is that they know what they're
looking for.

But a couple of Steelers guys to me, Ronnie Harrison
from Alabama, the safety, is a classic Steeler-type
player.  He ca play high, play low, he's a force player,
he's smart, he's tough.  He kind of reminds me of a
Steeler.  And his teammate, Rashaan Evans, the
linebacker who can play inside and outside, I think
would be a nice player to plug into that defense.  So
those two Alabama defenders come to mind.  And the
other safety I would maybe throw into the mix as a
movement, free safety type would be Jessie Bates from
Wake Forest, who has incredible range and ball skills.

Q. The Lions' running game has been a mess now
for a number of years.  Who do you think will be the
best kind of fit to complement what they have
coming back in Abdullah and Riddick and
obviously the addition of LeGarrette Blount as
well?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think you're trying to find ideally
someone that can do a little bit of everything.  Sony
Michel makes a lot of sense.  I mentioned Derrius
Guice a little bit earlier.  Those would be the two, I
think, that would be in the mix there.

If you wanted to take one in the first round, I think
those would be your two options.  Ronald Jones from
USC, he's had a poor offseason.  So he's not helped
himself at all.  He's been a little bit nicked up and was
not impressive at his makeup pro day the other day.
Didn't catch the ball well in limited opportunities at the
first pro day.  And I think just talking to folks his stock
has taken a little bit of a hit.

But the two I would say would be in play in the first
round, do-everything guys, would be Derrius Guice and
Sony Michel.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think you can break it up even
further.  When you look at their team they appear to
have a lot of -- outside of LeGarrette Blount -- more of
the smaller, scatback-types, Theo Riddick and Ameer
Abdullah are small, you like to kind of think of them as
pass-catching running backs.

I'm sure they would like some size.  And I think if you're
thinking size in a traditional sense, D.J.'s talked about
Derrius Guice and those other guys, but if you go into
the second and maybe third round, Nick Chubb, being
a guy that can do what LeGarrette Blount will probably
be asked to do for them, he fits.

I think a guy that is underrated but hasn't been talked
about a lot, Royce Freeman from Oregon is a guy that
maybe you think about in the third or so round, for a
back that has some value and size and toughness, but
also some pass-catching skills, he could be that guy.

I think somewhere in the mix you have to consider
Rashaad Penny from San Diego State, because he is a
bigger back who can also do all the things that you
typically ask your number one running back to do,
running inside and outside and catching the ball in the
passing game.

Q. Could you break down Vita Vea and Da'Ron
Payne for me and let me know which one you like a
little bit more?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure.  I'll jump into those guys
real quick.  Just to tell you where I have them, I have
Vita Vea as my 11th guy.  And I have Da'Ron Payne
couple spots down there at 18.

So I'll give Vita a little bit higher grade.  I was in
Baltimore when we drafted Haloti Ngata, was covering
the West Coast during that time.  And he recommends
me so much of Haloti.  You play him up and down the
line of scrimmage, they move him all over the place.
He's got a nasty hump move as a pass rusher; you can
see that physical power.

You watch him just stack and toss offensive linemen.
The Stanford game especially was just nasty.  He can
really roll his hips and he's got tremendous power as a
run defender.  And I think he does have upside as a
pass rusher.  You just look at his athleticism, we talked
about making a tackle on punt coverage.  He's blocked
a punt.

I remember watching Haloti block a punt against
Arizona.  He reminds me of Haloti Ngata.  I have him
as the 11th player.

And Da'Ron Payne, the production hasn't always
matched the ability but he is strong, he's athletic.  You
watch the Clemson game and see the interception he
has there, he shows that off a little bit.  Really quick
hands.  I think he's got a little bit of stiffness in his
ankles.  That's one of the only knocks I had on him.
But he plays hard and he's a really intriguing player.

So I think he's got a little more to offer as a pass rusher
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as well.  I think both these guys will show you more in
that regard at the next level.

BUCKY BROOKS: I think both guys are really, really
good.  I can back up D.J.'s assessment of Vita Vea.
You just don't see guys that are that size that have the
athleticism and movement skills.  We were there at the
Fiesta Bowl watching him come down on punt tackle
and make a tackle.  He offers something that you just
can't find -- a big guy who's a run stopper who may be
able to do more than just become a pocket pusher in
the passing game.

I think Da'Ron Payne, it really depends on which
Da'Ron Payne shows up on your doorstep because
he's talented.  We saw him dominate throughout the
College Football Playoffs, not only against the runs but
with consistent presence as a pass rusher.

If that guy shows up, that guy could be a difference
maker.  I think if you're the Washington Redskins,
you're having to consider between both guys.  It really
comes down to fitting the scheme.  I think both these
guys fit.  I think you can really be happy with both those
guys as interior guys being able to get it done in your
defense.

Q. Dolphins have made a lot of turnover this
offseason.  I just want your thoughts where they
might go with pick No. 11?  Also, somewhere in the
second or third round as well?
BUCKY BROOKS: I think anything for the Miami
Dolphins, you heard Adam Gase talking about adding
more alpha dogs to the locker room.  So before we can
talk about what they need and what positions they
need to fill, I think the personalities that they bring in
may be a little different than what they brought in in the
past.

I think you can find guys who have leadership qualities
on their resumés, guys that were team captains, guys
that were proven leaders, vocal and otherwise.

When you break down to what they need sitting at 11,
there are a couple of different ways to go.  And a lot of
it depends on what happens early in the Draft.  We
talked about the run on quarterbacks.  Is this the time
where the Miami Dolphins feel they need to jump into
the quarterback market?  So many of us have tried to
connect the dots and put Baker Mayfield with the Miami
Dolphins, partially because he's an alpha dog
personality.  He does have some skills that would
appear to be enhanced and elevated by working with
Adam Gase.  So when you think about what they have
in Ryan Tannehill, he's a little different, gives them a
little more bite at the position when it comes to
leadership.

If you are thinking about that offensive line and what
they may do, a lot of it depends on where Quenton
Nelson falls, if they have an opportunity to get in the
mix.

I think the main thing you're looking for is probably
place a premium more on personality than fit.  I think
they're trying to get the culture right at Miami.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Normally you see a changeover
in quarterback when you have a changeover in coach;
those things go together and you're going to change
the whole philosophy.  There's been so much change
in Miami, moving so many guys out, this is kind of a
unique opportunity for the same coach to kind of
change the whole setup here, not only some of those
key players going out of the building but maybe going
out finding the next quarterback.

When I look where they're positioned in the Draft, I
think it makes more sense for them to move.  And you
can make a case is it moving up for the eventual
quarterback replacement of Tannehill, or is it if you
want to go with the offensive line?  I think what makes
sense for them with the interior depth in this Draft to
maybe slide back a little bit and get an extra pick or
two.

So we'll see.  Maybe they'll stick there at 11.  To me,
when you look at their needs, it makes more sense to
move one way or the other.

Q. When you have the teams that are drafting as
high as they are, who expect to get someone who
will go ahead and sort of change that franchise for
a number of years, do you think that a pick like
Barkley or Chubb or Nelson, a non-quarterback,
can go on to have as much impact as a
quarterback?
BUCKY BROOKS: I think they can.  I think it depends
on if the pieces are right.  If you just go and look at the
last two drafts and you look at the running backs taken
in the top five, Ezekiel Elliott was the rushing leader.
You saw him help the Dallas Cowboys go immediately
from being a team on the outside of the tournament to
being a team that was a division winner and squarely in
the mix as a contender.

You look at Leonard Fournette and what his presence
did for the Jacksonville Jaguars' offense.  Yeah, he
alleviated some of the pressure on Blake Bortles to
have to be a guy who was kind of driving the bus when
it came to the offense.

So, yeah, a position player outside of quarterback can
certainly be impactful.  I think it really depends on the
way the team is constructed.  So I'm not necessarily all
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on board that the quarterback is the only guy that can
move the needle for a squad.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: I agree with Buck.  You can find
guys in there, especially if you have a satisfactory
option at quarterback that can come in have an
immediate impact.  I think from a long-term, game-plan
situation, trying to be competitive year in, year out,
having a great quarterback is going to be the best path
to get that done -- and ultimately trying to win a
championship which is everybody's goal.

You hit the jackpot when you can get a rookie
quarterback, get that five-year rookie deal at those
controllable numbers and build up the rest of your
roster, not having to go out and pay a ton of money on
the markets to try and find a bridge quarterback.  It's
cheaper.  Just get yourself a quarterback in the Draft
and try and load up everywhere else.  But once you get
that position taken care of it sure makes a lot of things
easier.

Q. If you're the Giants at 2 and you draft one of the
non quarterbacks and that player goes on to have
success but they are also going to be in the market
for a quarterback as soon as this year or certainly
in the future with Eli's advancing age, do you think
they'd have any buyer's remorse if they pass up
some of these quarterbacks who go on to have
success while still having someone at a different
position who also has a successful career?
BUCKY BROOKS: I guess it depends on how they
view Eli Manning in the building.  David Gettleman and
Pat Shurmur believe, or they've said that they believe
Eli has a couple of good years, so during those few
remaining years that he has, if they play at a high level,
they go to a Super Bowl, I think it's well worth the trade
off.

I think the big thing comes to now that you've made the
decision that Eli is going to be your guy, how can you
support him and elevate him, much like the New
Orleans Saints were able to continue to keep Drew
Brees playing at a high level by surrounding him with
talented players.  We saw the running backs kind of
take some of the load off, we saw Mike Thomas be
able to do some things.

In New York it is about trying to find the right weapons
to allow Eli to play at a high level while his skills are
beginning to diminish.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: I don't think you ever fully regret
taking a great player from that standpoint.  You worry
about the guys you pick, so I don't think there would be
tremendous regret there, I just think when you look at
the opportunity that exists right now, man, it's tough --

you've got a 37 year old quarterback and you've got a
pretty good group and you're picking up there with a
chance to get one, it's tough to pass in my opinion.

Q. Actually that's the perfect segue, which is you
both touched on something in your opening
statements, I think Daniel you said something
about -- Bucky, you said something about 12
maybe Pro Bowl caliber players slipping down
because of the quarterbacks, so if you could
expand on that, and if you think it's worth the
Giants trading down to get a Quenton Nelson or a
Bradley Chubb lower in the top 10.  And then
Daniel, you said something, too, about edge
rushers and offensive tackles being a weak spot in
this draft, and obviously the Giants need both of
those, so would you prioritize that in the first round
if you were them so you didn't have to worry about
it in 2 or 3?
BUCKY BROOKS: If I'm the New York Giants, I don't
necessarily get cute at No. 2.  I know it could be
beneficial to get a boatload of picks and to do those
things.  I think it depends how far out of the top five do I
have to go to take advantage of those picks.  When you
think about the players that could be at the top of the
board, a Bradley Chubb, a Saquon Barkley even a
Quenton Nelson, if you really love those guys, I think
you stick and you pick those guys.  You deal with the
onslaught of criticism that may come with not taking a
quarterback or not trading down and, quote unquote,
manipulating the draft.

I think the main thing if you're the Giants, you have to
get a guy, like they said, someone who would be the
No. 2 pick in draft after draft after draft.  I'm going to go
with the Pro Bowl caliber player over trying to get cute
and make some sexy move.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I would just say, the only
difference -- I know Bucky had referenced earlier the
2011 draft.  I would say that year people were trying to
create quarterbacks that didn't exist, trying to create
guys that should have been third  and fourth round
guys and they were taking them in the top 15, when
you look at Ponder and Gabbert, those guys especially;
Locker was in that group.  I think there's a difference
between creating a quarterback and maybe elevating a
quarterback.

Like in this situation, I have Sam Donald as the fifth
highest graded player in the draft, so you have to ask
yourself, is it worth -- you take the No. 1 player in the
draft is Saquon Barkley, it's a running back versus a
No. 5 player, which is a quarterback.  To me the value
of that position is worth, if you need one, taking the
quarterback in that spot.  I do think it's different from
2011 in that regard.  I think these guys are a much
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better crop of quarterbacks.

The other question, you're always looking at the depth
of the class when you're trying to make your decisions,
so the lack of edge rusher, elite edge rushers to me,
that is going to help a guy like Bradley Chubb because
I think there's a dropoff after him, and then after that
you've really only got a couple more guys with first
round grades in Davenport and Landry.  So that
definitely elevates those guys.

Offensive tackle, I don't know if it has as much of an
impact because I don't think there's one worth a top 20
pick.  I have those guys down a little bit further.

Q. Even as we've had successful running backs
drafted in the last few years, it still seems like
there's been so much talk about how the position
continues to be devalued.  Do you guys sense that
the philosophies on drafting running backs are
changing and maybe teams are willing to wait
longer, and when you look at that second tier of
running backs behind Saquon Barkley, is it
possible someone like a Ronald Jones, who you
mentioned earlier could potentially fall as teams
think, hey, I could wait to get a guy like that in the
third or fourth round?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think it's absolutely the case,
because, look, Kamara is the guy we talked about last
year.  I think all of us -- I know myself, Bucky, I know
Mike Mayock, I know a lot of teams I talked to had first
round grades on him.  We had him in the 20s and he
fell to the third round, and I guarantee you that even
though that happened, he ended up having a
tremendous year, obviously, I guarantee there's some
teams that passed on him in the second or early third
round that wished they wouldn't have.  So I think
there's a chance it still happens, but I also think there's
an understanding at the end of the day, when you're
picking players, you want to finish the three days of the
draft and look down at your list of the guys you picked
and be excited about them, and so I think you can get
a little bit carried away with the depth of this running
back class, for example.

If you have huge grades on Sony Michel and you're
picking at the bottom of the first round or the top of the
second round, even though you like a guy like Mark
Walton, Kerryon Johnson later on, if you have
conviction in the entire room, I think you just take them.
I don't think you get cute, to use Bucky's word there.

BUCKY BROOKS: Yeah, I think that's the big thing.
This year, this draft class is deep at running back, and
so normally when you see a depressed market, it's due
to supply and demand.  The supply is great this year.
There are a number of running backs that will be

drafted in the second, third, fourth round that can have
outstanding contributions on their new teams.  A lot of
the success of running backs that are drafted later
really comes down to fit and scheme; how do these
guys fit in the scheme that they're playing; how do the
coaches deploy them.  We saw that with Alvin Kamara.
We even saw it with Kareem Hunt.

I do believe that there are guys that worthy of being in
the first round.  I believe Saquon Barkley is a first
round talent.  I would say that Derrius Guice and Sony
Michel are also guys that are worthy of being taken in
the first round.

It just comes down to how do people value them, and
when you're in the room, you also have to know that
you are weighing what is at the running back position
versus other positions, and if another position is
shallow, they don't have as much depth, you will always
opt to get a top player at that position because you feel
like you can come back and get a comparable talent at
a position that is loaded like running back.

Q. Does Ronald Jones make sense as one of those
guys who could fall because of that, because
teams are waiting, especially given the off season
that he's had?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Oh, I definitely think so.  If you
had to ask me right now how many running backs go in
the first round, I actually think there will be three.  I
think Barkley, Guice and Sony Michel are going to go in
the first round.  I think that it wouldn't shock me if
Ronald Jones went early in the second round, but it
wouldn't shock me if you saw a little bit of a drop there
because that next pack of guys with Ronald Jones,
Nick Chubb, Rashaad Penny, Kerryon Johnson, that's a
good group.  I think those first three have kind of
separated themselves, and then after that I think you'll
see that order vary, and yeah, some of these guys
you're going to think are early second round picks, they
might be there in the late third round.

Q. I want to get your take on the quarterback
conversation around Baltimore right now.  I know,
Daniel, you put out there a little while ago the
possibility of the Ravens taking Baker Mayfield,
now there's talk of Lamar Jackson.  What's your
take on just the whole quarterback conversation in
the first round for the Ravens?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think it's something that you
have to consider.  The level of play at the quarterback
for the position for the Ravens has not been up to par
the last few years, and you can look at the supporting
cast.  But look, some of that legitimately, that criticism
is legitimate of Joe Flacco.  Bring in RG III, I don't think
if that's going to move the needle all that much, but I
think you do your homework on this group of
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quarterbacks, no question, and it goes back to, again,
what I was talking about earlier, if you can hit on a first
round quarterback and live off that rookie number, you
can build up the rest of your roster pretty quick.  You
can afford to re sign guys on your own squad; you can
afford to be a little bit more active in free agency.

So there's a lot of value in finding a quarterback.  I
don't know where they're situated right now.  Lamar
Jackson, I think they'd have a shot at him there, but if
they wanted one of the other guys, I think they'd have
to be willing to go up.

BUCKY BROOKS: Yeah, I think it's interesting
watching what the Baltimore Ravens are going to do at
quarterback.  If you look at what Joe Flacco will
command, I think they can get out from up under his
contract and save maybe $18 and a half million in
savings in 2019.

You look at the coaching staff that is currently there,
Marty Mornhinweg and Greg Roman, when it comes to
Lamar Jackson in particular, they have experience
dealing with athletic quarterbacks, so some of the
fascination and intrigue could be in thinking how can
we rebuild the offense around a dynamic quarterback
while also having an athletic backup quarterback
already in the building in RG III.  If it's not Lamar
Jackson, when you think about Baker Mayfield and
some of the other guys that could play, it is about
finding guys that could play in that West Coast system
that Marty Mornhinweg has traditionally done.  Joe
Flacco, in all honesty, he is a deep ball player.  He's a
guy that is a vertical threat, and he's really not a perfect
fit for what they currently do.  If they are not satisfied
with the way that he's performing, they could look to
find guys, young guys, that are better fits for how they
envision that offense playing out in the next few years.

Q. If I may pose a question on different topics, and
you can pick whatever one you want to handle.
You mentioned Vita Vea.  I was just wondering, is
there a moment on film that stands out to you as
just like -- displays his kind of, wow, he's so big
and he can do that, whether it's his actual play or
whether he just lined up?  And the other one was a
discussion about Harold Landry and Marcus
Davenport.  Do you see a clear distinction between
those two guys as far as this guy is clearly better?
I'm thinking the Niners could use -- they really don't
have a Leo to speak of, and I don't know if one of
those guys would be a better fit in the scheme or
not.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure, we talked about it a little bit
earlier, me and Bucky were sitting next to each other at
the Fiesta Bowl when he made a tackle against Penn
State on a punt, which is not something normal for a

guy who was at that time over 350 pounds, so that just
showed you how rare his athletic ability was.  I go back,
you can watch him, I believe it was Oregon, you can
watch him Stanford, he's just throwing guys all over the
place.  There's plenty of "wow" moments when you're
studying him on tape there, no question.

In terms of those two edge rushers, I think Bradley
Chubb has clearly established himself at the top of the
list, and then what you hit on is the debate that's taking
place; is it Marcus Davenport, or are you going to go
with Harold Landry; what do you prefer there?  To me,
Davenport is not as polished as Landry as a rusher, but
he's bigger, he's longer, he's more explosive.  I think
the upside with him is greater.  And when he's been in
a two point stance, you saw it at the Senior Bowl, he
was very comfortable there standing up.  He can
destroy tight ends in the run game, and then he's got
tremendous upside.  But as a pure pass rusher, just if
you were going to talk about 3rd down get after the
quarterback, I would say Harold Landry has more tricks
in his bag right now.

BUCKY BROOKS: Yeah, to go back to answer your
question about Vita Vea, I think I was most impressed
when I had a chance to glimpse at his highlight tapes
from high school and watching him play running back.
When you go back and you're doing the deep dive on
prospects, whenever you can find something in that
background that makes them a little unique, to have
someone that size being able to tote the rock, you just
don't see that kind of athleticism for a big man.

As it relates to the debate between Landry and
Davenport, it really comes down to what you prefer as
a position.  Davenport is bigger, he's faster, he's a little
more explosive.  DJ is right; he is much more
comfortable being a guy that can come out of a two
point stance, and if you hit on him and give him a little
time, he quickly could develop into a guy that is a freak
off the edge.

In Harold Landry, I think you're getting a guy that
understands the art of pass rushing.  He has some
moves in his bag that are polished.  He can explode off
the ball.  He can dip and rip, and then you see the
production from his junior season, it's easy to kind of
fall in love with him in that regard.  I think it comes
down to like going to an ice cream shop, what flavor do
you like.  Both guys should be really, really good pros,
though.

Q. Just wondering if you're in John Elway's
position, how do you weigh taking a player who
can help you right away which is in line with his
thought of life is too short to rebuild in the NFL
versus potentially finding a franchise quarterback
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there at 5?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I think it comes down to
your internal evaluation of what you have at the
quarterback position.  Case Keenum, bringing him in
there, if you think you can get Case Keenum to play at
the level he played at last year, he's 30 years old right
now, I believe; if you believe he can sustain that level of
play, then I think you can address some other
positions.  That's just the challenge that you have
inside that building is where your comfort level is with
him.

I think there are some -- there's an impact player that
they could get right there that they could plug in, and if
they get solid quarterback play, they're right back in the
postseason next year.  I think that will be tempting to
me if you're asking what I would do there, especially
because I think at 5, they could very well miss out on
three and potentially even all four of the top
quarterbacks the way this could come off the board.

BUCKY BROOKS: There's a limit for the Denver
Broncos, if it plays out, where you have to make a
decision between a future franchise quarterback and a
position player.  I think where their roster currently
rests, they need to get an impact player right now.
Their defense is coming back to the pack in terms of
the level of dominance.  Do you want to capitalize that?
If not, you want to spark that up.  A pass rusher,
another guy to go opposite Vaughn Miller, cover corner,
someone that can step right in for what Aqib Talib was
doing.  That would help that defense continue to
maintain that high championship standard.

When it comes to quarterback play, I think they have
proven that they've been good enough to win with the
quarterback playing in a complementary role.  We saw
that with Peyton Manning and Brock Osweiler during
their Super Bowl run, so I don't know that it's
imperative that they have to upgrade that position, but I
do know if they're going to play like that, they have to
make sure that the other pieces of the puzzle are
outstanding.

Q. Daniel, late in the season last year for Auburn,
you called Kerryon Johnson when you were
evaluating him a first round talent.  Obviously he
had injuries down the stretch of that season, but
I'm wondering where you think he fits right now,
and what would be a good landing spot for him at
the next level in what you said was a really deep
running back class?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, look, he's a really, really
good player.  Right now I have him just outside my top
50.  Really kind of a testament to just the overall depth
of this class.  I think he is a first round caliber player
that's going to go in the second round.

But you know, to me when you look at fits for him and
where he could potentially go, he can do a little bit of
everything.  When you look at the short area quickness
that he has, the way he holds up in pass protection I
thought was impressive.  You can use him in the
passing game, in the screen game a little bit.  So
there's a lot of options for him outside the first round.  I
don't think he lands in there.

I'd keep an eye on the Giants even as a team.  If they
don't get Saquon Barkley in the first round, Kerryon
Johnson could be a nice fallback for them as a good fit
there?

Q. And I also want to ask both of you guys about
what you thought about Carlton Davis, another
Auburn player at cornerback, and kind of where
you see him fitting into the next level and kind of
his stock compared to the other cornerbacks in
this class?
BUCKY BROOKS: There's a lot of buzz on Carlton
Davis.  I know there's a lot of defensive back coaches
that are high on him.  Obviously they love his size, his
toughness, his grit, the ways he plays the position on
the island.  And so anytime you can find bigger corners
that can move in transition and kind of give you the
toughness and tackling that you see from him on the
edge, you like that.

For me, I like just the competitive nature that he
displays on the field.  I think he has a chance.  I don't
think he sneaks into the bottom of the first round, but I
think he is a top of the second, middle of the second
round player.  I think somewhere in the top 50 he hears
his name called.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, he was a tough one for me.
I ended up giving him kind of a late second round
grade, but you watch him against Georgia in their first
meeting, I mean, you can see him press the wide
receiver straight out of bounds.  He did it on multiple
occasions, so he is physical up there in press.  He can
run.  I thought he played a little bit faster than he timed.
I think he ran a low 4.5; I thought he played a little
faster than that.  He does play a little bit in the slot.  I
just thought he was a little leggy, which is -- for taller
corners that's just kind of a scouting term that you see
show up sometimes in some of the transition
movement.  I thought he was a little bit leggy and was a
little bit late there.

So those were my concerns with him, but he's big, he's
tough, and he's got a chance to go, I think -- I think he's
going to go in the top 40 just because of position, and it
wouldn't shock me if at the end of the day, a press
corner team snuck him into the bottom of the first
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round.  That wouldn't totally shock me.

Q. Florida State has only had a couple of receivers
drafted in the last decade, but it looks like Auden
Tate is going to be the next one.  What are your
thoughts on him and his potential at the next level?
BUCKY BROOKS: I think he's another one of those big
body playmakers that have come out of Florida State.
He has a lot of potential.  He has the ability to really be
a problem on the perimeter when you see him.  I mean,
228 pounds is -- I mean, that's a big man on the
outside.  So they have to play the game differently, kind
of like Kelvin Benjamin has to play as a pro, has to
come down and snag balls off the top of defenders'
heads, he's going to be able to do that.  The big issue
with him, he doesn't run fast enough.  How fast is he,
can he separate.  That will be the challenge for him at
the next level.

I think you're probably looking at a guy that goes in the
third round, but he has the potential to outplay that
draft status.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think he could drop a little bit
just because of speed, but dang, he's darned near 6'5",
230 pounds.  He reminded me of Funchess when
Funchess was coming out of Michigan, and we've seen
Funchess really develop into a good player there for
the Carolina Panthers.  He's a strider, but he does build
some speed once he gets going.  He's just not a fast
starter.

But he's a red zone guy.  To me I think he probably
ends up -- because of the sheer number of wide
receivers, he probably lands in that fourth, fifth round
would be my guess in this draft, but it wouldn't surprise
me if he's somebody that jumps in there and has six,
seven touchdowns as a rookie as a red zone guy.

Q. With the Panthers at 24, most of the talk here
locally has been the debate between do you go get
Cam another weapon, be it at wide receiver --
Daniel was just talking about Funchess, or a tight
end potentially, or do you kind of secure the back
end, where they've had a lot of transition this year?
Is that where you guys think the debate is, and if
not, where else do you think they might look at 24?
BUCKY BROOKS: I think they have to go and get
someone that can impact the passing game.  When
you look at Greg Olsen and you're already hearing the
whispers that this could be his last year, I want to make
sure that I find another weapon for Cam Newton to
have over the middle of the field.  When you look at
Cam's game and where he typically likes to target
receivers, he likes to work inside the numbers down the
field.  I want to get him another guy in there so now we
can put two tight ends on the field, I can work both tight

ends to make him very comfortable in this draft:
Hayden Hurst, Dallas Goedert, a little lower than that,
Mike Gesicki.  There are some talented guys that can
create problems with their size and expand the strike
zone for the quarterback.  I think it's essential for the
Panthers that they have enough big bodies on the field
to be able to kind of make Cam right when he is
throwing the ball.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Look, I think that's a strong case
you can make there.  I think when you talk about
building your team to win your division and you look at
some of the passing attacks you've got to deal with
inside that division, I think being able to find some
more talent at the corner position is definitely
something you have to consider, guys like Mike
Hughes, Jaire Alexander and Josh Jackson from Iowa,
I would say those three guys specifically, they've got to
sort those guys out and get comfortable with them
because I think when you look at what's needed to win
inside that division, you saw last year New Orleans and
what they did when they went out and got a guy like
Marshon Latimore, the impact he had on that defense.
I think Mike Hughes is a darned good football player,
same thing with Alexander.  Either one of those guys to
me specifically would be really good picks.

BUCKY BROOKS: One more thing to add.  I think it will
be interesting to watch what they do from a
philosophical standpoint, because Marty Hurney is
back there.  They had always placed a premium on the
front seven over the back end, and so when you look at
what they have and what they've traditionally done,
they haven't invested a whole, whole lot in the
cornerback position.  Because their front four looks
pretty good, they may elect to add the weapon early
and come back in the second and third round and see
if they can find a corner later on.

Q. Bucky, I know you have history with the
Panthers.  Sort of wondering your thoughts on
Jerry Richardson on his way out and the sale of
this team and the allegations he was facing.
BUCKY BROOKS: I mean, I think it's a tough time in
Carolina.  Obviously the Panthers mean a lot to both
states, North Carolina and South Carolina.  Having
grown up in North Carolina, that's the hometown team.
So with Mr. Richardson and all the things that he was
able to do in the community, I think there's a little bit of
sadness, but there will also be a little bit of excitement
because this is a team that is still going to be a viable
contender, and so when they have new ownership, it'll
just be interesting to see what kind of excitement they
can create in the town.  To really bring people back in
the stands and really get excited about the Panthers
because the last year or so they kind of had a cloud
hanging over their head.  If new ownership can kind of
clean that up and get it exciting again in Bank of
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America Stadium, I think everyone in the area would
love to see that.
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